Abstract Cellular Automata (CAs) are computational models that can capture the essential features of systems in which global behavior emerges from the collective effect of simple components, which interact locally. During the last decades, CAs have been extensively used for mimicking several natural processes and systems to find fine solutions in many complex hard to solve computer science and engineering problems. Among them, the shortest path problem is one of the most pronounced and highly studied problems that scientists have been trying to tackle by using a plethora of methodologies and even unconventional approaches. The proposed solutions are mainly justified by their ability to provide a correct solution in a better time complexity than the renowned Dijkstra's algorithm.
of shortest path algorithms arriving from the relaxization of the CAs principles, the application of the CA-based shortest path definition on the coordinated motion of swarm robotics is also introduced. Moreover, the CA based application of shortest path finding in computer networks is presented in brief. Finally, a CA that models exactly the behavior of a biological organism, namely the Physarum's behavior, finding the minimum-length path between two points in a labyrinth is given. The CA-based model results are found in very good agreement with the computation results produced by the in-vivo experiments especially when combined with truly parallel implementations of this CA in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and on a Graphical Processing Unit (GPU). The presented implementations succeed to take advantage of the CA's inherit parallelism and significantly improve the performance of the CA algorithm when compared with software in terms of computational speed and power consumption.
Introduction
The shortest path problem has always been a hot topic in the study of graph theory, because of its wide application field, extending from operational research to the disciplines of geography, automatic control, computer science and traffic. According to its concrete applications, scholars in relevant fields have presented many algorithms, but most of them are solely improvements [26] based on Dijkstra's algorithm [10] . Shortest path problems can be solved in polynomial time by one of the many shortest path algorithms, such as Dijkstra [10] and Floyd-Warshall [16, 71] , provided that edge lengths are deterministic, i.e. every feasible probability distribution, out of a given set, over all possible successor nodes assigns probability one to a single successor. On the other hand, Cellular automata (CAs) are models of physical systems, where space and time are discrete and interactions are local [47] . Prior and more recent works proved that CAs are very effective in simulating physical systems and solving scientific problems, because they can capture the essential features of systems where global behavior arises from the collective effect of simple components, which interact locally [1, 55, 54, 72, 74] . Furthermore, they can easily handle complex boundary and initial conditions, inhomogeneities and anisotropies [62, 12] . The last decades, a wide variety of CA applications have been proposed on several scientific fields, such as simulation of physical systems, biological modeling involving models for self-reproduction, biological structures, image processing, semiconductor fabrication processes, crowd evacuation, computer networks and quantum CAs [56, 57, 36, 18, 44, 30, 66, 60, 19, 29] . These problems are described in terms of CAs, spatially by an 1-d, 2-d or 3-d array of cells and a local rule, which is usually an arbitrary function that defines the new state(s) of its CA cell depending on the states of its neighbors. The CA cells can work in fully synchronous and parallel manner updating their own state. It is clear that the CA approach can be considered consistent with the modern notion of unified space time, where, in computer science, space corresponds to memory and time to processing unit. In analogy, in CA, memory (cell state) and processing unit (local rule) are inseparably related to a CA cell [49, 61] . Taking all the above into consideration, there is no surprise that CA have been also able to deal successfully with the shortest path problem providing coherent and computationally efficient solutions in a number of various scientific applications and fields as shown later in this chapter. In what follows, we will focus in some of the most pronounced CA based applications that present different confrontations and corresponding solutions concerning the shortest path problem.
The first Cellular Automata approach in Shortest Path Problem
The first CA algorithm tackling the shortest path problem was proposed by Adamatzky [2] although, it can be claimed that the famous Lee algorithm [31] could be considered as the first CA alike approach (see the CA algorithm in Section 3 for unweighted cells). However, the CA algorithm proposed by Adamatzky is mainly studying a weighted graph, which is also oriented. The three most common variations of the problem, namely single source shortest path (S 3 P), all pairs shortest path (APSP) and single source single destination shortest path (S 3 DSP), were all faced by the proposed CA algorithm. The main aim of this work was to tackle in a parallel way the S 3 P and APSP variants by implementing a CA with adjustable neighborhood radius. Solving a shortest path problem or identifying the most direct path in a network among two vertices (i.e. x and y) was approximated using a CA, by plotting the under study graph onto a rectangular mesh, where cells x and y represent the respective vertices. The proposed solution is reached when an excitation wave with starting point cell x, diffuses towards all directions and arrives at cell y.
CAs have simulated living processes, neural networks, cellular and animal populations, molecular liquids, membranes and excitable reaction-diffusion media, because they are the most material, perceptible and practical models [2] . The main feature of excitation in a medium is that signals can be propagated undamped over a long distance and the speed of wave propagation can be variable. In Adamatzky's work the speed of a wave is proportional to the weight of the edge connection between node x and node y. At the beginning the given graph is mapped onto the cellular array of CA. Source vertex x and destination vertex y of the graph are corresponding to cells x and y, respectively. The x cell is excited and the wave propagates in all directions around the lattice, modifying the states of cells. Computation is assumed finished when the wave reaches destination y.
The definition of a CA is a d-dimensional lattice L of n cells, cell states Q, neighborhood function u and transition function f . For every cell x a neighborhood function assigns a group of the closest cells u(x). The local transition function f maps a set of neighborhood states into the set Q of cells states. Using all the above characteristics, the next state of cell x will be defined as the state of its neighborhood in the previous time step and the rule of the transition function in the following way: x t+1 = f (u(x t )). Evolution of CA with initial configuration c is a series of transitions like: c 0 → c 1 → c 2 → ...c t → c t+1 → .... In this (ours) work [2] a pointer p x and a vector w xy are used, which correspond to the direction from which the wave has propagated at the previous time step and the weight of the edge between nodes x and y, respectively. The set Q can take one of the following elements: Q = {+, #, •, 0, 1, 2, ..., ν}. Pointer p x takes values from a finite nonempty set Y = {1, 2, . . . , k, λ } where λ can be considered as the initial value of p x . Every element w xy of vector w x , y ∈ u(x), can be in one of the states of set W = {∞, 0, ..., ν}. When vertices (nodes) x and y are not connected with one another by an edge oriented from x to y then w xy = ∞ .
Let G = V, E be an oriented graph of n vertices arranged on the d-dimensional discrete lattice, every vertex υ ∈ V of which is connected with no more than k neighboring vertices υ 1 , υ 2 , ...υ k by input edges υ 1 υ, υ 2 υ, ..., υ k υ ∈ E of weights w(υ 1 υ), w(υ 2 υ), ..., w(υ k υ) ∈ {0, 1, ...ν, ∞}. If some pair υ υ ∈ V , w(υ υ ) = ∞ is written when there is no edge υ υ in set E (i.e. there is no edge between those vertices). There is a principal feature that graph G must have in order to be successfully mapped onto a cellular lattice: k < n. Let p = (υ 0 , ..., υ m ) be a shortest path from vertex υ 0 to vertex υ m of graph G and l(p) be a length of p. Then we have that
First, the single source, single destination shortest path (S 3 DSP) is considered. This can be used in S 3 P and APSP in a similar way. In the S 3 DSP computation, at the beggining x 0 s = +, where t = 0 is assumed and x s and x d are the source and destination nodes while + is the wave of excitation. The computation stops when cell x passes in state # or every cell of L is in state # or • (• is a quiescent-like state). The second constraint is used to stop computation when there is no path from x s to x d . The virtual wave is moving in cellular lattice. The wave of states + runs in all directions around the lattice from cell x s until it is in x d , or passes all the cells of L. The pointer p x has an initial state λ as mentioned before. When the cell x takes the + state then p x changes its initial value and takes one from set {1, 2, . . . , k}, which is the index of the neighbor from where the + state has come from. In this way, the final path can be extracted easily from the final configuration of the CA by back-tracking over the pointers from cell x d toward cell x s . The transition function f works with the neighborhood function u(x) and weights w xy in the following way. Assuming that cell x t = • and some of its neighbors from u(x) are in state + at time t. Cell x t finds the neighbor y t = + that has the minimum weight value and x takes this value. Starting from state w xy , cell x jumps in state 0, decreasing its current state on unit step at every time step x t+1 = x t − 1. Cell x t will take the state + when x t = 0 or there exists a neighbor y t = + and the weight of the edge between x t and y t is the minimum and w t xy < x t . The transition from state 0 to state + and from state + to state # is occurring unconditionally.
When the simulation starts, pointers of all cells are in state λ . However, if cell x changes its state to w xy , then for some neighbor y j pointer p x saves the index j of this neighbor. During the decreasing of w xy down to 0, pointer p x can be modified when there is the condition ∀y ∈ u(x) : y t = + ∧ w xy = min{w xy : y ∈ u(x) ∧ y t = +} and w t xy < x t . The state of pointer becomes constant after cell x departs from state 0. Concluding all these rules, x t+1 can take the following states in every case:
• #, when x t is in states # or +.
• +, when x t = 0.
• •, when x t = • and there in no neighbor y t = +.
• w xy , when x t = • or x t > 0 and there is at least one neighbor with y t = + and the weight of the edge between x t and y t is the minimum of other edges in the neighborhood. • x t − 1, when x t > 0 and there is no other neighbor y t = + that has a weight in the edge between x t and y t in order that w xy < x t .
An example can be shown in Fig. 1 . The goal is the solution of a S 3 DSP in a 2-d grid where the edges can take states ∞ or 0 and the source vertex is on the upper left and destination vertex on the bottom right. Q can take values {•, +, #}, Y can take values {N,W, S, E, λ } and W can take values (w xN , w xW , w xS , w xE ). Symbols N,W, S, E are the indices for the northern, western, southern and eastern neighbors of the cell. The initial conditions are: x 0 s = +, ∀x ∈ L, x = x s : x 0 := • and p x := λ . The dynamic of CA evolution is shown in Fig. 2 . The back-traced (a) and extracted (b) paths can be found in Fig. 3 . Fig. 1 The example of oriented graph G: arrows indicate orientation of edges; and intersection of two or more straight lines corresponds to a vertex of G; black and empty boxes are source vertex and destination vertex, respectively (adopted from [2] ).
The longest path in G consists of n − 1 nodes. So, a CA of n cells, four neighbors and nine states that models a 2-d G graph of n nodes, some cut-off edges and edge Fig. 2 A CA evolution in the computation S 3 DSP. Symbol − means state #. A state pointer for cell x is shown in the figure only if x was in state # at least two times (adopted from [2] ). Fig. 3 The results of computation of S 3 DSP adopted from [2] .
weights {∞, 0} can compute the shortest path in O(n) computation time and APSP in O(n 2 ), respectively.
Assuming a 2-d CA of n cells is used, each of which has four neighbors and 6 + 5n states modeling a 2-d rectangular grid where the edges of G graph can be of weight {0, ..., ν, ∞}, the S 3 DSP can be solved in O(νn) upper time.
The same example is used as in Fig. 1 , with set W taking values {0, 1, 2, ∞}. The graph with the edges' weight can be seen in Fig. 4 . If the longest path consists of n vertices and the delay of state transition is ν for any cell, then O(νn) is an upper bound on the time for computation S 3 P. If a CA uses k neighbors and O(νk) states then the S 3 DSP can be solved in O((ν + k)n) upper time. An S 3 P can be extracted in O(n 2 ) upper time. The evolution of the above example can be found in Fig. 5 and the result in Fig. 6 .
After the initial introduction of the CA notion in the shortest path problem by Adamatzky [2] , an increasing interest of the research community in the specific field was declared. In particular in 2004, more than a decade afterwards, Wu and Xue [73] tried to extend the CA model for shortest path calculation defining properly the cell state and providing suitable cellular evolution to dictate cell states evolution mainly focusing on the appropriate node order as resulted from the proposed CA algorithm. An update of the presented study was published a couple of years later by Li et al. [25] with the addition of the cell state turnover and Sun and Dai, based on this CA algorithm proposed the subtraction of the least surplus weight to advance once again the CA based algorithms for shortest path computation [51] as mentioned in Wang et al. paper [38] . In this last work, Wang et al. selected to adjust the cell state set by combining breeding and mature states, while trying to improve the resulting parallelism and at the same time, recording manner of cellular state turnover is modified to record all information sources [38] .
Moreover, in 2010, Wang [70] studied the shortest path solution on a threedimensional surface using CAs. On the 2-d space, a straight line is the shortest distance between two points, but for a complex 3-d surface such as a path over a mountain, the shortest walking path between the starting point and destination can not be a simple straight line. It is a more complex problem to find the shortest path on the complex 3-d surface. Such an approach has a considerable arbitrariness, and it is hard to find the best route. There are also obstacles like hills, rivers, lakes which block the routes from the source to the destination point. 3-d position data of the study area are imported, including the plane coordinates and elevation values of the starting point A and end point B. The problem is seeking the shortest path between A point and B point. The distance between A and B point was divided into n equal portions, and the vertical profile is made over each equal point, so that each vertical profile intersects 3-d surface, n profile curves are derived. Then, each profile curve is equal to m number of points according to horizontal distance, so that the path search problem of 3-d surface is transformed into a discrete optimization problem through gridding.
A Cellular Automata Algorithm Based on Lee's Algorithm
The Lee algorithm [31] is a well known fundamental routing algorithm that can find the shortest path between two points in a grid. The task was to find a CA similar to the Lee algorithm that uses a small number of states, independently of the grid size. Such an algorithm was found in [20] and then further described in [6] . It was Fig. 5 An evolution of CA which computed the S 3 DSP on a graph with weighted edges. Symbol − means #. A state of the pointer for cell x is shown in figure only if x was in state # at least two times (adopted from [2] ). Fig. 6 The shortest path (adopted from [2] ).
developed when the expressive power of the cellular description language CDL [4, 5] was explored for different applications.
Lee Algorithm
A very well known approach to routing problems is the Lee algorithm [31] . Its purpose is to find an optimal path between two points on a regular grid. Each point of the grid is associated with a weight. The algorithm finds the path on the grid with the lowest sum of weights. By adjusting the weights of the grid points the user has some control over what is supposed to be an optimal path. Let us consider an example: The user simply searches for the shortest path between two points. In this case the user specifies the weight one for all grid points and the algorithm will find the path with the lowest number of grid points. This is the shortest path between the two chosen points S and E. In another example the user looks for a path that crosses the already existing paths as few as possible. In this case the user assigns a very high weight to all points of the existing paths and a very low weight to all other grid points. The algorithm will then find the path with as few crossings as possible.
The algorithm works in two phases, (1) wave propagation from S to E, and (2) building a path by backtracing from E to S. In the first phase (Fig. 7 ) the accumulated weights (acw) for each node relative to the starting point are computed. All free cells are initialized to infinity. The accumulated weight for the starting point S is initialized to 0. Fig. 8 shows for a sample grid the calculation of the accumulated weights. The weight of all grid points is one in this case. The wave reaches the end point at time step t = 6.
In the second phase the actual path is established. For this purpose the algorithm 'walks' back from the end point E to the starting point S. At each step the neighbour with the smallest accumulated weight is selected as part of the path.
Note, that there are several possibilities to build a path from the end point to the start point. At the end point you can either go up or left (Path1 and Path2 in Fig. 8 , respectively) for this example. Obstacles can be modeled by infinite weights at grid points. Since then the sum of the local weight and the accumulated weight of a neighbour will always be infinite, such grid points may never become part of the path.
At a first glance this algorithm looks like it perfectly fits onto a CA. Unfortunately the number of states required to perform the algorithm is related to the longest path or more precisely to the largest accumulated weight that can occur. Thus we decided to develop a version of the algorithm [20, 6] which has a constant number of states. This version can only handle the shortest path problem with a unified weight at all grid points.
CA based Lee Algorithm
The accumulated weights in the Lee algorithm are needed to find the shortest path. Instead of storing the accumulated weights we stored the direction in which we have to move in order to return back to the starting point. With these wave marks instead of the accumulated weights the algorithm requires only a constant set of states. Of course, we can not handle problems with arbitrary weights at the grid points.
We present the modified algorithm in CDL (Cellular Description Language). This language has been developed to describe CAs in a concise and readable way, independent of the target architecture. Compilers were built that could translate CDL into C functions for almost any software architecture and into Boolean equations for hardware synthesis, like the CEPRA family [53] . At the beginning of the first phase all cells are in the free state, except for the starting and end point. In the first phase, all cells check whether there is any cell in the neighbourhood that already has a wave mark. If a wave mark is found, the cell itself becomes a wave mark towards the already marked cell. This is performed in lines 25 and 26 of Fig. 9 . The one function successively assigns all the elements of the groups neighbours and wave to the temporary variables h (a cell address) and z (a state). For each assignment the condition following the colon is checked. The evaluation of the one function stops if an assignment is found, that satisfies the condition, i.e. the corresponding neighbour is in state start or in any of the states wave. The first assignment is h=N and z=wave_up. The assignment to z is only used for its side effect to store temporarily the wave state corresponding to the neighbour being investigated. If the east neighbour is currently investigated this cell state will change to wave_right since it must point to this neighbour. Figure 10 at t = 6 shows a sample grid at the end of phase one. The wave marks are symbolized by small arrows. The black squares are obstacles. We had to introduce a special state to model obstacles, since we do not have weights at the grid points. Phase one ends when the end point is reached. Now the path is built backward towards the start point along the wave marks (lines [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . If a cell is one of the wave states and it sees a neighbour cell that is a path towards this cell, then this cell becomes a path in the direction of its previous mark (Fig. 10 , t = 7 − 13). This is done in the CDL program by adding four to the enumeration element; e.g. wave_down becomes path_down. When the starting point is reached, its state changes from S to R. The ready state R signalizes the termination of phase two.
All unnecessary wave marks have to be cleared in order to allow subsequent routing passes. For this purpose all cells that see a neighbour cell which is a path not pointing towards this cell are cleared. Such a cell will never become part of the path. Also all cells are cleared that see a neighbour in the clear state. Since the building of the path moves along the shortest path, it is impossible that a cell in clear state could reach a cell which will be in the path but is not yet part of it. A cell in state clear will change to state free in the following time step.
The time complexity for the first and second phase is O(p), where p is the path length. For a n × n square grid, the maximal path length is 2n − 1 if there are no obstacles, and O(n 2 ) if there are obstacles (spiral like path). The algorithm requires only 14 states and thus can be very easily realized in hardware.
Based on the Lee algorithm, a CA algorithm with 14 states was designed that is able to route a shortest path between to nodes of a grid. The algorithm is independent of the grid size and needs only 14 states per cell. The time complexity is O(p), where p is the path length.
Learning Automata
There are shortest path problems in which the lengths of the edges in a graph are allowed to be random. This makes the problem more difficult. A stochastic graph G is defined by a triple G = V, E, F , where V represents the set of nodes, E specifies a set of edges and matrix F is the probability distribution describing the statistics of edge lengths. In stochastic graph G, a path π i with length of n i nodes and expected length of L π i from source node V source to destination node V dest is defined as an ordering {π i,1 , π i,2 ...π i,n i } of nodes. V π i,1 = V source and V π i,n i = V dest are source and destination nodes, respectively and all the intermediates are nodes in path π i . Assume that there are r distinct paths between V source and V dest . The shortest path between source node and destination node is defined as a path with minimum expected length. Stochastic shortest path problems can be grouped in two main classes: the first class aims to find a priori solution that minimizes the expected lengths, while the second one computes an online solution that allows decisions to be made at various stages.
In 2006, Beigy and Meybodi [3] introduced a network of Learning Automata (LAs), which were called Distributed Learning Automata (DLAs). More specifically, an automaton acting in an unknown random environment and improving its performance in some specified manner, is referred to as a learning automaton (LA). DLAs is a network of automata which collectively cooperate to solve a particular problem. A DLA can be modeled by a directed graph in which the set of nodes of a graph constitute the set of automata and the set of outgoing edges for each node constitutes the set of actions for corresponding automaton. When an automaton selects one of its actions, another automaton on the other end of edge, corresponding to the selected action, will be activated. They used this tool to propose some iterative algorithms and solve stochastic shortest path problem. In these algorithms, at each stage DLAs determine which edges to be sampled. This sampling method may result in decreasing unnecessary samples and hence decreasing the running time of algorithms. The automata approach to learning involves the determination of an optimal action from a set of allowable actions. Automaton selects an action from its finite set of actions, which serves as the input to the environment, which in turn emits a stochastic response at a specific time. The environment penalizes or rewards an action of the automaton with a penalty/reward probability. The state of the automaton is updated and a new action is chosen at the next time step.
In their algorithm a network of learning automata which is isomorphic to the input graph is created. Each node in the network represents a LA and the actions of this node in the LA is the outgoing edge of this node. Then, at the stage k, source automaton, which represents the source node in the graph, chooses one of its actions based on its action probability vector. If the action is a m the automaton A m is also activated on the other end of edge (s, m). The process of choosing an action and activating an automaton is repeated until the destination automaton is reached or for some reason moving along the edges of the graph is not possible or the number of visited nodes exceeds the number of nodes in the graph. After destination automaton is reached, the length of the traversed path is computed and then compared with a quantity called dynamic threshold.
Depending on the result of the comparison all the LAs (except the destination learning automaton) along the traversed path update their action probabilities. Updating is done in direction from source to destination or vice verse. If length of the traversed path is less than or equal to the dynamic threshold then all LAs along that path receive reward and if length of the traversed path is greater than the dynamic threshold or the destination node is not reached, then activated automata receive penalty. The process of traveling from the source LA to the destination LA is repeated until the stopping condition is reached which at this point the last traversed path is the path which has the minimum expected length among all paths from the source to the destination.
Shortest path based on Cellular Automata Algorithm for Computer Networks
As already mentioned in the Introductory Chapter the problem of finding the shortest path (SP) from a single source to a single destination in a graph arises as a subproblem to many broader problems. In general, different path metrics are used for different application. For example, in communication systems, if each link cost is 1, then the minimum number of hubs is found. However, cost can also represent the propagation delay, the link congestion or the reliability of each link. In the latter case, if the individual communication links operate independently, then the problem can be stated as to find what path has the maximum reliability.
Here we focus on the computer networks and we present how the aforementioned problem is confronted and solved by the CAs approach. More specifically, Mardiris et al. [36] presented an interactive tool that offers automated modeling with the assistance of a dynamic and user friendly graphical environment, called Net CA for modeling and simulation of computer networks based on CAs. More specifically, a 2-d NaSch [42] CA computer network model was developed and several computer networks were simulated, while algorithms for connectivity evaluation, system reliability evaluation and shortest path computation in a computer network have also been implemented. The proposed system also produced automatically synthesizable VHDL code leading to the parallel hardware implementation of the above CA algorithms rendering Net CA as a very reliable and fast simulator for wireless networks, ad hoc networks and, generally, for low connection reliability networks.
In regards to the shortest path algorithm as expressed in CAs and applied for computer networks, let G = (N, A) be a network, where N is the set of n nodes, A ⊆ N × N is the set of connections and L i is the neighborhood of the node i. That is, each node i is mapped to a cell whose neighborhood is the set of nodes connected to it by its input connections. Associated with each connection (p, q) ∈ A is a nonnegative number; C pq stands for the cost of connection from node p to node q. Nonexisting connection costs are set to infinity. Let P st be a path from a source node s to a destination node t, defined as the set of consecutive connected nodes: P st = {s; n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n i ;t}. The state of each node, at each time step t s , is represented by a vector with two entries
the first component is a pointer to the previous node in the path, while the second is the cost of the partial path up to node i. V 1 i (t s ) is not necessary for evaluating the shortest path length, but it is used only for indicating the shortest path itself.
The evolution of CA algorithm is given by the following equation:
The flowchart of the described CA algorithm is shown in Fig. 11 . The minimum s − t path cost is the second component of the state vector of node t. In case this value is infinity, then there exists no s − t path.
The results of the implementation of the presented shortest path computation algorithm to the proposed Net CA system are depicted in Fig. 12 . As before the user defines the starting topology. During the execution of the aforementioned algorithm each node is described by a pair of values, one for its number (name) according to the cost of the connection up to it, and the other for the minimum cost of connection of the starting node to the examined node. After the execution of the algorithm the shortest connectivity path between nodes s and t, if it exists, is colored yellow.
Shortest Path Definition based on Cellular Structures for Coordinated Motion in Swarm Robotics
In robotics, the applied shortest path solvers must consider various constraints regarding both the environment and the utilized robot configurations. Robot navigation involves the determination of a continuous motion for a robot towards a goal location. Depending on the available information, the path planners must consider the presence of obstacles in order to avoid potential collisions. A priori knowledge of the configuration area status involves static obstacles which results to simple solutions of the path-planning problem. A global shortest path is extracted for the robot, which involves also collision avoidance scenarios. The complexity of such solutions increases in cases where no information is available in advance (dynamic environments) and therefore, they should extract the robot's motion in real-time. Robot's motions are recalculated at every time step in order to both avoid the detected objects and follow the defined shortest path. The periodic motions of a robot could also be affected by processes of coordination in multirobot systems. The required collective behavior that emerges from the interactions between the robots significantly impress the results of the path planner and its overall complexity. Cooperative robotic teams are extensively utilized for accomplishing additional tasks such as exploration [48] , search and rescue [34] and formation control [45] . Several methods have been proposed for solving the shortest path problem in robot navigation, both for a single or multiple robots and for static or dynamic environments. Visibility graphs have been exploited to identify Euclidean shortest paths among a set of polygonal obstacles in the plane [39] . The method applies a recursive process capable of solving dynamic navigation problems for a single robot. Collective behavior will dramatically increase the complexity of the approach due to recursiveness rendering the method improper for computing shortest paths in multirobot systems. Moreover, a modified version of potential fields has been proposed in order to consider both static and dynamic obstacles [41] . The method combines an Artificial Potential Field technique with a Bacterial Evolutionary Algorithm to reduce the extraction time of the optimal path. Despite the fast computation and the accurate results, the resulted time remains in high levels due to its dependency with the uti- Fig. 12 The final simulation screen of the Net CA system during the execution of the shortest path algorithm between nodes s and t (adopted from [36] ).
lized robot configurations making its implementation on swarm robots unfeasible. Aiming at smoother transitions, heuristic based algorithms were introduced as potential path planning solvers. For example, an extended version of a D-star algorithm [58] was proposed in [15] . The method applies a bilinear interpolation function to compute the required motion fragments resulted by the vertex expansion. In order to reduce time complexity and define smoother transitions, a mathematical model inspired by Physarum polycephalum along with a heuristic rule function were proposed to solve the shortest path problem [75] . The method extracts accurate results in limited time amounts nonetheless; it could not be implemented in low resources systems.
On the contrary, cell decomposition techniques display low time and computational complexity levels rendering the approaches proper for implementation in swarm robotic systems. The configuration area is partitioned into a lattice grid and every area cell is processed accordingly. For example, free space is retracted onto a Voronoi diagram while the evolution of a CA constructs its structure [69] . Moreover, a variant of the A-star algorithm, namely Theta-star, was extended in [46] where the acquired information is propagated along grid edges without constraining the paths to grid edges. The method handles accurately static objects however; the extracted paths for unknown environments are based on assumptions. Moreover, numerous artificial intelligence algorithms were proposed as potential solvers of the shortest path problem in robotics. A fuzzy logic controller was proposed in [50] where obstacles of various shapes can be avoided and a single robot can follow the computed shortest path towards its final destination. A fuzzy-based cost function was also exploited by an ant colony optimization for the evaluation process of the potential solutions [17] .
In addition, various types of artificial neural networks were utilized to extract optimum paths. A Guided Autowave Pulse Coupled Neural Network [59] and a Deep Convolutional Neural Network [21] were applied to create collision free trajectories for mobile robots. Despite their efficiency, special hardware resources and/or centralized control are required for their implementation to real robotic systems. On the contrary, cell decomposition techniques display low time and computational complexity levels rendering the approaches proper for implementation in swarm robotic systems. The configuration area is partitioned into a lattice grid and every area cell is processed accordingly. For example, free space is retracted onto a Voronoi diagram while the evolution of a CA constructs its structure [69] . Moreover, a variant of the A-star algorithm, namely Theta-star, was extended in [46] where the acquired information is propagated along grid edges without constraining the paths to grid edges. The method handles accurately static objects however; the extracted paths for unknown environments are based on assumptions. Moreover, numerous artificial intelligence algorithms were proposed as potential solvers of the shortest path problem in robotics. A fuzzy logic controller was proposed in [50] where obstacles of various shapes can be avoided and a single robot can follow the computed shortest path towards its final destination. A fuzzy-based cost function was also exploited by an ant colony optimization for the evaluation process of the potential solutions [17] . In addition, various types of artificial neural networks were utilized to extract optimum paths. A Guided Autowave Pulse Coupled Neural Network [59] and a Deep Convolutional Neural Network [21] were applied to create collision free trajectories for mobile robots. Despite their efficiency, special hardware resources and/or centralized control are required for their implementation to real robotic systems.
All the aforementioned methods display multiple limitations or specific drawbacks despite their efficiency in defining the required shortest paths for robot navigation. Their vast majority cannot include collective behavior since their complexity and their resource requirements can be increased significantly, even with proper implementation modifications. Several methods have been proposed to overcome such limitations and are specialized in computing the required paths in multiple robot teams. In general, methods that consider collaborations between the robot members present deviations regarding their complexity, which is related to the size of the robotic team and the collaborative tasks. The coordinated movement of a robotic team comprises one of the most widely studied research fields in swarm robotics. For example, a feedback law using Lyapunov type analysis was derived in [37] for a single robot thus, collision avoidance and tracking of the shortest path are accomplished. The method extends this result to the case of multiple nonholonomic robots. A coordinated control scheme based on leader-follower approach was also proposed to achieve the required formation maneuvers during the robots' transit following their shortest routes [9] . First and second order sliding mode controllers were used for asymptotically stabilizing the vehicles to a time varying desired formation considering the optimum pathway. In addition, an improved rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) method was proposed in [33] . The modified RRT considers the kinematics of each mobile robot to extract the corresponding pathways while a dynamic priority strategy was introduced to avoid mutual collisions and retain the formation of the team. Except these approaches, various artificial intelligence based methods were also introduced in mutltirobot systems. A unified framework of a coevolutionary mechanism and an improved genetic algorithm (GA) were introduced to compute the multiple paths of the team [52] . The improved GA converges to the optimum collision free paths while the co-evolution mechanism takes into full account the cooperation between the populations to avoid collisions between mobile robots. Finally, multiple shortest paths can also be defined with the use of artificial bee colony algorithms [32] .
In general, most of the above methods can produce accurate results for multiple robots while retaining a formation nonetheless; their implementation in real systems is restricted. Most of these algorithms can only operate in simulation environments due to their resource requirements. Here a CA-based path planner is presented for robot teams, which also involves collective behaviors between the robot members in order to define the shortest routes for retaining their formation [23, 22, 24] . As already briefly commented CAs comprise a simple, yet efficient, computational tool that can be implemented in real systems of low cost miniature robots. CAs were successfully exploited as potential solution of the shortest path problem in [2] found earlier in this Chapter and could be denoted as a cell decomposition approach and proper for a single robot application. Marchese has also introduced the use of Spatiotemporal Cellular Automata (SCA) to define the desired shortest path [35] . Three level of maps are introduced where the first two maps reduce the problem of extremely large cell numbers. Limiting the search space to smaller areas and considering the interaction between the robots, motion planning is performed using the SCA. A simpler approach was introduced in [8] where the A-star algorithm was combined with CAs and tested successfully in real world planar environments. More specifically, the finite properties of the A-star algorithm were amalgamated with the CA rules to build up a substantial search strategy [7] . The corresponding algorithm's main attribute is that it expands the map state space with respect to time using adaptive time intervals to predict the potential expansion of obstacles.
In the following, a CA-based algorithm is introduced for dynamically extracting the required collision free pathways for every member of a robot team. The presented planner considers also the collective behavior that the robots must display in order to retain their formation. A swarm robotic team must cover a specific space in the configuration area while simultaneously each member must be able to detect and bypass every dynamic obstacle. For cases where a scatter formation is produced due to the existence of an obstacle, the team must be able to recover its initial formation following optimum paths via collaborations. The CA-based algorithm can extract the optimum pathways of every robot towards its final destination point while shortest paths are also computed for recovering the desired formation. In contrast with similar CA-based architectures, the proposed method does not require any type of central control making the system fully autonomous. In addition, the method is applicable to real systems comprised by miniature robots with low resource specifications since the next transit of ever robot depends on only its current location and the states of its adjacent robots. This flexibility and the method's efficiency were tested using different types of formations.
Proposed method
As a cell decomposition approach, the configuration area where the teams operates is initially divided into a simple rectangular lattice of identical square cells. Both dimensions of the required lattice are expressed in cells and thus, they depend on the applied cell length. The latter is strictly related to the specifications of the distance sensor that is utilized from a robot in a real system. For the presented model, the desired covered distance in terms of cell numbers comprises the variable that determines the lattice size. Following the CA description, variable D is defined based on these requirements. Let z be the cell length and x × y cells the dimensions of the CA.
Since the dimensions are defined, the set of states should also be defined, meaning variable Q. According to the CAs definition, every cell can be denoted with only one discrete state at every evolution step based on the delineated set of states Q = {0, 1, . . . , q}. The proposed model includes the use of multiple robots and so, the number of the possible states is relative to the number of the robot cells. Taking this notion one-step further, this robot state is exploited as an identifier for the collective behavior of the team. Assuming that the team includes r robot cells, the final set of states is comprised by three discrete subsets: CF denoting the absence of both obstacle and robot cells (free cells), CR denoting a robot cell and CO the presence of an obstacle. More specifically, every subset of state can be defined as CF = 0, CR = 1, 2, . . . , r and CO = r + 1. Essentially, in order to avoid the overlapping of the cell states, the equation 2 must be valid:
Due to the application, every robot cell must have a complete awareness of its surroundings in order to avoid properly the detected obstacles. Therefore, Moore neighborhood is exploited for every cell to be evolved accordingly (variable N neighborhood radius) with range equal to one. Fig. 13 presents such a setup for a team of three robots.
The final variable of the quadruple F has to be defined, meaning the set of the transitions rules, in order to evolve the state of every cell. The applied local transition rules F : Q V → Q, considering the applied neighborhood, can be expressed as:
or in a more compact, alternative formulation:
where the a i j are integer constants and thus the function F has a single integer as argument. Due to the discrete nature of the CAs, Cartesian coordinates are mostly utilized to characterize a specific cell. Nonetheless, the orientation of a robot must also be taken into consideration in order to achieve smoother transitions during the evolution. The corresponding parameter must follow the basic principles of a CA mean- ing the state of orientation should also be finite and integer. An additional parameter, θ t , is inserted to the transitions rules at each evolution step displaying the following states θ t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 which are mapped to the values {−90, −45, 0, 45, 90} expressed in degrees. Therefore, equation 4 is transformed as:
The transition set of rules should consider both collision avoidance procedures and the collective behavior of the swarm robot cells. The avoidance of obstacles from a robot cell relies on the characterization of an adjacent cell in its Moore neighborhood as an obstacle cell. During its transit towards the final destination following the shortest path (straight line), the robot cell "checks" its contiguous area cell in order to define whether is comprised by free or obstacle cells. If a cell is occupied by an obstacle, the appropriate transition rules will be applied so that it could be bypassed. A small set of the corresponding transition rules are provided in Table 1 . For the frontier cells, null boundary conditions are applied meaning that all virtual cells are always denoted as free cells.
Evolution time step t
Time step t+1 In both scenarios (free space or present obstacles), the robot team must display collective behavior as one entity in order to retain or regain their formation. The proposed CA model involves all the appropriate procedures via the application of proper transition rules in order to define the required shortest paths for formation control. It is assumed that robot cells have the ability to exchange data regarding their position in the lattice and in the formation. A local relationship of master and slave is applied between the members of the team. Innermost robot cells are denoted as masters over their neighboring partners while the outermost as slaves. Master robot cells undertake to collect the required information from its slaves and the decide which transition rule should be applied. The latter could be either a command of moving towards one cell to the final destination point or a command of exchanging positions due to a scattered formation. Scattered formations are the result of a detected obstacle so the team members should collaborate to define the shortest paths aiming at recovering their initial structure. Depending on the required application, various transformation can be applied such as straight-line formation, triangular formation etc. The only requirement for the formation control is to define the corresponding CA transition rules where the position in the lattice of every robot cell and additional checks based on their coordinates are required. Table 2 includes a set of such transition rules for straight-line formations where every cell should follow its optimum path (variable d i denotes the desired path for i robot cell expressed as number of cells).
In case of a deviation, the corresponding robot cell will display a non-zero value between its d i value and its current vertical coordinate. Thus, the team recognizes that the formation is scattered and the master robot cell apply the necessary transition rules to regain their formation following the extracted shortest paths by exchanging positions in the formation. The extracted optimum paths will eventually lead the team to converge to specific positions in the configuration area and at some point, their formation will be restored. Finally, the team will proceed as one unit towards the final destination by keeping their motion on the desired shortest route.
Time step t+1 Case Table 2 Example of transition rules for formation control over a straight line.
Implementation in Real Swarm Robot Team
The main objective of the method is to display low computational and memory requirements so that it could be developed as a firmware and loaded on real robots. The simplicity of the developed CA renders the method suitable to achieve this task.
To be fully functional, every utilized robot must be equipped with a proper hardware architecture including a microprocessor, distance sensors (e.g. IR), step motors and a communication interface (e.g. Bluetooth). No central control (e.g. base station) is required following the basic principles of the swarm robotics theory. Each robot of the team should be loaded with the method's implementation in order for the system to accomplish its goals. The team could also include different types of robots, forming a heterogeneous swarm, with the only restriction that all the robots exploit the same communication protocol. For testing purposes, without loss of generality, the method was tested on a three member's squad of miniature robots, called E-puck [40] ( Fig. 14(a) ). The e-puck robotic architecture comprises a fully open source platform providing full access to every of its modules. Equipped with all the aforementioned requirements for the method's implementation, it is a valid selection for swarm robotics applications. The first stage of implementation is the determination of the lattice size that is proportional to the desired distance to be covered and the cell length. More specifically, cell length is strictly related to the proximity sensors' readings. In order to identify the presence of an obstacle, the sensors are enabled and based on the acquired data; an adjacent cell (which corresponds to an actual fragment of space) is denoted as free or as an obstacle cell. The IR sensors mounted on the e-puck (Fig.14(b) ) produce a scalable number, which represents the distance from an object. A higher value corresponds to a lower distance of an object and vice versa. Nonetheless, due to the nature of these sensors, their response is affected by the environment's ambient light leading to false positives (object detections) in large distances. On the other hand, in case of small cell lengths, the lattice is increased leading to higher memory resources and less accuracy in denoting a cell as obstacle due to the placement of the sensors on the robot. Therefore, multiple experiments were conducted in order to identify the proper cell size and ensure the required accuracy of the sensor's readings.
For this task, a special software was developed on a personal computer to help us acquire all the sensors' data and model their response. The software was connected with an e-puck robot via Bluetooth in order to acquire the required readings. At first, the smallest possible distance between the robot and an object was applied. At every time step, a backward motion was applied, covering a distance of one cell length and capturing the response of the sensor. When the maximum possible proximity (8cm) was covered, the front sensors' (IR7 and IR0 of Fig. 14(b) ) responses were transmitted back to the software for visualization and evaluation purposes. Multiple cell sizes were tested while Fig. 15 includes the sensors' responses for two cell lengths, 0.5cm and 1cm. All actions executed by every robot can be summarized into two different subsets of execution. During the first stage, every robot acts as an individual and "scans" its adjacent environment in order to detect potential obstacles. The IR proximity sensors are enabled and according to their readings, the corresponding cells are denoted as free or obstacle cells. The presence of an obstacle is detected by comparing the acquired scalable values with the value that represents the cell length. For the tested environment, a cell length equal to 0.5 cm was used. In addition, two different formations were tested, namely a straight-line and a triangular formation. Snapshots of the entire procedure are provided in Fig. 16 .
More specific, for the straight-line formation, all robots are deployed to their initial positions forming a straight line. As they cover the desired distance towards, their final destination, all robots detect an obstacle that interfere their motion. Thus, obstacle avoidance transition rules are applied to bypass the obstacle. At the second stage, the central robot, which acts as a master, commands its right adjacent robot to exchange their positions in order to recover the team's formation. Collective behaviors are executed and following the extracted shortest paths, the formation is retrieved with the minimum time cost. Finally, the team continues to their final positions covering the defined distance.
Similar process is followed for the triangular formation. All robots of the team are initially deployed forming a triangular formation. At some point, the left most robot detects an obstacle that must be avoided. The appropriate transition rules are applied to achieve this task. During that process, the central/master robot coordinates all the motions with the rest of the team members and decides that no position shifting is required. Until the robot avoids the box, the rest of the team freezes its motions and wait the discarded robot to regain its position to the formation. For this type of formation control, both vertical and horizontal coordinates in the lattice of every robot are exchanged. Since the formation is recovered, the team proceeds to its final destination as one entity, again via collaborations. 7 Physarum Polycephalum CA model Modern computers offer sufficient processing power to handle most of the analysis that several complex phenomena require. Physics, biology or chemistry can be characterized as complex phenomena. They are based on processes and systems using inhomogeneities, multiple interactions and complex constraints that even the modern computers cannot handle. CAs include all the necessary characteristics (handling of complex boundary and initial conditions, description of local interaction of a system with inhomogeneities and anisotropies that lead to global behavior, inherent parallelism) that makes them the appropriate tool to model and simulate natural phenomena.
A fungus, Physarum polycephalum, is such a system. Physarum polycephalum is a large amoeba-like cell consisting of a dendritic network of tube-like structures (pseudopodia). It changes its shape as it crawls over a plain agar gel, and if nutrients is placed at two different points, it will extend pseudopodia that connect the two nutrient sources (FSs). Nakagaki et al. [43] showed that this simple organism has the ability to find the minimum-length solution between two points in a labyrinth. This resulted in an intensive period of research on this organism that exposed a great range of its computational abilities to spatial representations of various graph problems. CAs are used extensively in this system because they have the ability to model the foraging behavior of plasmodium (physarum in its nutritious stage). Plasmodium spreads its pseudopodia and searches for chemo-attractants to lead it to nutrients that can devour and survive. It is very important for the survival of this life form to consume the least possible energy to find this chemo-attractants. This is the reason why the plasmodium creates tubes with minimum distance between food spots in a maze.
CAs is the most suitable paradigm to model such a structure [64, 11, 67, 14, 66, 63, 28, 27, 68, 13, 65] . The maze can be modeled by creating a grid of cells with standard initial and boundary conditions. Plasmodium is not a unified mass but it is composed by many elementary parts that communicate and move. This local interaction leads in the movement of the whole plasmodium's mass. Each CA cell can model this elementary part of Physarum. The neighborhood of this cell will include walls of the maze, empty paths or other plasmodium's particles. This cell will interact with its environment, exchange stimuli and information and finally it will take a decision about the next direction of its movement. The evolution of this CA system leads to the final solution of the maze.
The maze used for the biological experiment ( Fig. 17) was also used as an input for our algorithm. More specifically, Nakagaki et al. [43] took a growing tip of an appropriate size from a large plasmodium in a 25 × 35 cm 2 culture trough and divided it into small pieces. Fig. 17 The under study maze in correspondence to the one of [43] .
Then, they positioned these in a maze created by cutting a plastic film and placing it on an agar surface. The plasmodial pieces spread and coalesced to form a single organism that filled the maze, avoiding the dry surface of the plastic film. At the start and end points of the maze, they placed agar blocks containing nutrient (ground oat flakes) and there were four possible routes between the start and the end points. The plasmodium pseudopodia reaching dead ends in the labyrinth shrank (Fig. 19(a) ), resulting in the formation of a single thick pseudopodium spanning the minimum length between the nutrient-containing agar blocks (Fig. 19(b) ). In our case, we artificially reconstructed the aforementioned maze taking into consideration the exact positions of the maze. In order to simulate this biological experiment, the area is divided into a matrix of squares with identical areas and each square of the surface is represented by a CA cell. The type of neighborhood that was used in this CA model is the Moore neighborhood which means that we use the north, south, east, west, north-east, north-west, south-east and south-west neighbors.The state of the (i, j) cell at time t, defined as C t i, j is equal to:
• Topology i, j is a variable which indicates the type of area of the corresponding (i, j) cell. The possible values of this variable are 0,1,2,3 and indicate a free area, the spot of the initially placed FS, the spot of the initially placed plasmodium and the spot which represents a wall of the topology respectively.
• Chem t i, j represents the concentration of chemo-attractants at time t in the area corresponding to the (i, j) cell. In order to calculate this variable for every cell, we make use of the concentration of the neighborhood to update the value of the central cell.
• Dir t i, j is a variable that indicates the direction of the attraction of the plasmodium by the chemicals produced by the FS. For example, if the area around a corresponding cell has no chemo-attractants, the foraging strategy of the plasmodium is uniform and, thus, these parameters are equal to zero. If there is higher concentration of chemo-attractants in the cell at direction x from the one in direction y, then the parameter corresponding to direction x is positive and the parameter corresponding in the direction y is negative. This happens, in order to more accurately simulate the non-uniform foraging behavior of the plasmodium.
• Phys t i, j indicates the volume of the cytoplasmic material of the plasmodium in the corresponding (i, j) cell. In order to calculate this variable for every cell, we make use of the neighbor's volumes.
• Finally, Pseudo t i, j is a variable which can take values [0,1] and illustrates if the (i, j) cell is included in the final path of tubular network that is formed inside the plasmodium's body. This tubular network forms the shortest path between the FSs and the cell from where the plasmodium started to expand and it is our final solution.
The amoeba-like CA model simulation results after 500, 1000, 1200 and 1500 time steps are shown in Fig. 18 . Compared to the results of the biological experiment, which are presented in Fig. 19 , the algorithm can be considered successful. As is illustrated in Fig. 18 , it takes 1200 time steps to find a solution that is not the best one. However, after 1500 time steps, it manages to solve the maze using the shortest possible route. It should be noted that in analogy to the real experiments, the amoeba-like CA model changes its shape in the maze to form one thick tube covering the shortest distance between the FSs, so as to maximize its foraging efficiency, and therefore, its chances of survival.
The period of 1500 time steps (which correspond to about 45 s of real time on a PC) may seem like a long time, but compared to 8 h needed for the biological experiment, it is not a significantly long time period.
GPGPU implementation
The term GPGPU (General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units) refers to the use of the GPU processor as a parallel device for purposes other than graphic elaboration. More specific, GPU is often used in order to solve some complex computational problems that classical CPU cannot handle. This device has the ability to execute a great number of independent threads in parallel. So if a complex problem has an inherent parallel nature, an implementation in GPU is going to multiply the performance of its algorithm and the solution will be produced much faster. The GPU's architecture has a computational power that can exceed a teraFLOP and it is fully suitable for fine grain parallelism.The reason of the great success and enormous spread of the GPGPU application in the past few years, is CUDA programming model. The basic structure of CUDA is that it provides three key abstractions, namely the hierarchy with which the threads are organized, the memory organization and the functions that execute in parallel, called kernels.
In a CUDA application, some parts are performed in a parallel way and some other parts are performed in the classical serial way. The device, which is the name of the GPU in CUDA context, can be thought as an additional co-processor of the main CPU which is called host in the CUDA context. In order to take off the performance of our algorithm, we have to exploit the parts of the data that are made to work in parallel and execute them on the device as many time steps is necessary. In order to achieve this, we have to call one, two or more kernels which use thousands of threads.
One key problem towards the implementation in a GPU is the way the memory is organized and used. The threads can be organized and cooperate together by sharing a common fast shared − memory synchronizing in some points of the kernel within a so called thread − block. But the number of threads that a block can use is limited and for most of the applications more parallelism is needed. CUDA gives the choice to launch kernels with a larger total number of threads by organizing block of threads together, by means of a grid of blocks. So it is possible to choose a cell of a CA, which can be thought as a particular data of the device memory, and associate it to a current thread of a kernel.
Threads can access different memory locations during execution. Generally, there are three types of memory used in CUDA applications, namely (a) the private memory, which is the memory its thread has for its own, (b) the shared memory, which is the memory being visible to all threads in a block and (c) the global memory, which is a larger memory on the device board but it is outside the computing chip. In this study, we make use of the global memory of the device. This memory is slower if compared with the shared memory but it can deliver a significantly higher memory bandwidth than the traditional CPU memory. It is measured that is about 20 times more efficient to access the global memory of the GPU than the CPU memory. As a result, when a CUDA application is designed, the minimum data transfers between CPU and GPU should take place.
The reason why GPGPU programming is used for CAs models can be explained easily when referring to the CAs' parallel nature. The local interaction of the neighbors that CAs methods propose is another fact that makes these implementations very suitable and very fast. These features make the CAs models ideal to be implemented in parallel computers. The basic idea when computing a CA model in GPU, which is also used in our implementation, can be described as follows: First, we compute the next state of all the cells in parallel. Afterward we use two memory regions to store the data. More specifically, we use one region for the CA current , which indicates the CA states before the calculations and one for the CA next , which in turns indicates the CA states after the calculations. Finally, the switching between the CA current and the CA next in each time step takes place.
For this paper we store the CA data to the global memory of the device. The steps of the algorithm are: (a) Split the CA states and make use of a kernel for every one of them. In more detail, we make use of a kernel to hold the Topology i, j , one kernel for the computation of the diffusion equation of the chemo-attractants, Chem i, j , and their direction, Dir i, j , one kernel for the computation of the diffusion equation of the mass of plasmodium, Phys i, j and finally one kernel that computes the Pseudo i, j to find the shortest path in the maze. (b) An initialization of the current state for all these kernels happens through a CPU-GPU memory copy operation (i.e. from host to the device global memory). (c) Every kernel runs in each time step and makes its calculations by using the information of the states of the other necessary kernels. For example, in order to calculate the Pseudo i, j we have to know which of the neighbors has the greater mass value. Therefore, we take this information from the kernel that executes the computation of the Phys i, j . (d) At the end of each CA step, a device to device memory copy operation is used to update the new values in order to continue the calculations in the next CA step. (e) When the simulation is completed the final state of the automaton is being retrieved from the global memory of the device to the host through a GPU-CPU memory copy operation.
For the proposed GPU implementation of the presented slime mould CA based model we used the graphics card NVIDIA GT640. We used a 50 × 50 CA cells in order to synthesize the maze. The time needed for the presented solution to result is 2.47 seconds. In the serial code the time needed for the serial software imple-mentation in MATLAB was approximately 45 seconds. Therefore, the increase in the performance in our implementation is about 18.2 times more than the one in MATLAB.
Hardware implementation
Current FPGAs include logic density equivalent to millions of gates per chip and can implement very complex computations. CAs consist of a uniform n-dimensional structure, composed of many identical synchronous cells where both memory and computation are involved, thus matching the inherent design layout of FPGA Hardware. As a result memory and processing unit are closely related both in CAs cells and FPGA configurable logic blocks (CLBs). The structure of a cell consists of a combinational part connected with one or more memory elements in a feedback loop shape while the state of the memory elements is also defined by the inputs and the present state of these elements. For this implementation the design produced by using VHDL code has been analyzed and synthesized by Quartus II (32-bit version 12.1 build) FPGA design software of ALTERA Corporation.
Each CA cell is implemented by a hardware block called "PhysarumCell". Each "PhysarumCell" block is connected appropriately with its four neighbors (west, east, south and north). It uses the inputs from the neighbors and the previous state of itself to produce results that simulate the movement of the plasmodium. A "PhysarumCell" block has 22 inputs and 7 outputs.
After creating the lattice, the user has to provide only the topology of the experimental area by giving values to the 2-bit signals topology for each individual cell, namely the location of the FS and the location of the initial introduction of the plasmodium to the experimental area and the parameters for the diffusion equations. The number of logic elements, registers and pins of the CA cell are presented in the above Table 3 . Moreover, to illustrate the area needed for a fully interconnected system of a CA grid implementing the proposed bio-inspired model, the results of synthesizing a 10 × 10, a 15 × 15 and a 20 × 20 grid are illustrated in Table 4 . The circuits are synthesized on several target devices and the results on the Stratix V 5SGXBB are presented here. The process ends in a few µs. In Table 4 below, it is shown that for almost every 150 CA cells there is an increment of around 300,000 logic elements on average. 
Conclusions
In this chapter the inseparable relationship between CAs and shortest path problem is depicted. CAs are a very powerful modeling tool that can capture the essential characteristics of this problem and produce effective results. They can manage the classical S 3 P, S 3 DSP and APSP problems as presented in section 2. They can learn and find solutions in a stochastic graph as presented in section 4. They can also move to three-dimensional space and provide solutions to difficult territories as already shown in corresponding subsections. But their use is not only theoretical.
They can be applied successfully for computer networks main problems as shown in section 5. They are a very useful tool in robotics and their movement inside a maze section as demonstrated in section 6. They can also describe and model very effectively and efficiently physical phenomena and living structures that have the ability to provide unconventional solution to shortest path problems as presented in section 7. What is the reason that the complexity bounds are so good? It takes place because we used a very restricted form of a rectangular lattice to make the structure of a problem most resembling the architecture of computing device which solves this problem. Can CAs be applied in practice? Of course. The CAs algorithms are derived almost directly for biology and nature. For this reason, the implementation of these algorithms in massively parallel processors or neurocomputers is an event that already happens.
